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From the Editor’s Desk
When you open this issue of Forum Implan/*'*"$0(Ѷ4*02$''$(( $/ '4)*/$ /#/
something is different. The first issue of
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and since then only small adaptations have
been made to its design. When the decision
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ITInet and the ITI Online Academy in a single
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also decided to give the Forum Implantolog$0((/#$)") 2'**&ѵ
This is the result, a fresh and contemporary design to make reading each issue a real
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In the present issue, the topic of implant
placement post single tooth extraction in
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This is a very frequent clinical situation, and
an important indication of implant therapy
in daily practice. As clinical experience and
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placement post extraction is important for
the predictability of successful outcomes
in daily practice. This has been the most
frequently discussed topic at ITI Consensus
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protocols providing a type I–IV classification, and the corresponding descriptive
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“The timing
of implant
placement post
extraction is
important for
the predictability
of successful
outcomes in
daily practice.

late implant placement. The group of
experts also agreed, after heated debates
among participants, that the concept of
immediate implant placement in regard to
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at all at that time. The corresponding proceedings triggered several clinical studies
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outcomes of immediate implant placement
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discussed at the ITI Consensus Conference
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the most significant risk factors for the
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is the most frequent complication.
In addition, the experts agreed that
proper case selection is imperative to
achieve successful outcomes, and that
selection criteria need to be established.
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criteria are still used in daily practice by the
majority of leading ITI Speakers and build
the basis for recommendations provided
in corresponding learning modules in the
ITI Online Academy. In the most recent ITI
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analyzing the scientific documentation of
various placement and loading protocols.
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aspects of immediate, early and late implant
placement, the selection criteria used by
/# 0/#*-.Ѷ)#*2/# .0-"$')+-*.thetic treatment is done step by step. The
various treatment options are documented

2$/#. - +*-/.)/# '$)$'/1$'able at the current time.
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clinical paper, but recently also the first
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technique is most interesting from a biologic
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the socket a small and thin fragment of the
root on the facial aspect to avoid the post
extraction bone resorption on the facial
aspect. Recently, this technique has been
pushed by various groups under the term
“partial extraction technique” (PET). In the
mid- to long-term, the scientific community
should define the selection criteria for this
technique, the best surgical step-by-step
technique (grafting vs. no-grafting of the
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yes/no etc.). In addition, the technique must
be documented in prospective case series
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to examine the risk for complications and
failures. Today, SST cannot be considered
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daily practice. It should remain in the hands
of master clinicians to establish the required
evidence.
The same topic is also addressed in the
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asked the question “Do you use the Socket
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running series on dental photography that
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